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The capture of bound 71'- mesons by closed shell nuclei is calculn tcd using the pheno. 
menological Hamiltonian of Eckstein. NumericAl calculations arc carried out for 100 
and the results compared with experiments, 
INTRO))UCTlllN 
~ The two-nucleon process from nuclei as a result of absorption of J 
bound ,,- meson has recently attracted considerable experimental (Ozaki 
et a! 1960, Fedotov 1966, Demidov et al 1963, Zaimidarogo 1967. 
Nordberg rt al 1968) and theoretical (Ericson 1966, Jibuti & Kopaleishvilli 
1964, Cheon 1966, 1967, Nguyen-Truong & Sakamoto, 1967, Koltun & 
Reitan 1966, 1967, Spector 1964, Eisenberg & Leroumeux 1967, 
Brueckner et 0.11951, Eckstein, 1963, Divakaran 1965) attention. This has 
been prompted by the hope that this process may give information about the 
short-range correlation between the nucleons, since at least two nu~leons 
must participate in the process to conserve energy and momentum. Most 
calculations proceed by assuming the pion-nuclear interaction to be 
the sum of the one-body pion nucleon interaction if!, ~NYS y~ ;~N aiJ!~' 
,"C X. 
The matrix element of the capture process is then calculated assuming a 
pair-correlation of the two nucleons. 
This approach assumes the pion absorption to be a two·.tep process, 
in which nucleon 1 absorbs the pion then collides with nucleon 2 to share 
the momentum and since the probability of finding two nucleons close 
together is higher than finding more than two, the nucleons 1 and 2 leave 
the region of interaction without any further collisions. The difficulty in 
this approach is that the two steps are arbitrarily selected out of the many 
possible way a meson can be absorbed by the two nucleons. Moreover, even 
if it is allowed that it is the dominant process, we would not know how to 
calculate the second step since the meson physics involved is extremely 
complicated. In other words the conventional approach presents an over-
simplified picture of the two_body character of the meson-nuclear interaction. 
Recently Eckstein (1963) following Brueckner et a! (1951) has proposed 
an alternative approach. Here the Hamiltonian describing the interaction 
of the ,,- meson with the capturing nucleons is treated as a two-body 
operator and is constructed phenomenologically. The pion is ~SSUll1cJ 
[ 746 
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to be in a relative B-state with respect to the pail' of nucleons. The 
nucleons themselves are also in a relative B·state. The Hamiltonian con-
tains two amplitudes corresponding to captures 10 as. and ·S. states (see 
sec. Z). These amplitudes are determined from tbe following elementary 
processes: 
'P + p ->- "t + d, 
V + p ->- ,,0 + l' + 1'. 
...(1) 
Eckstein has used this effective n.lmlitOlu.n to calculate the branching 
rutios of the various modes of capture in 'He, while Divakaran (1965) 
bas calculated the absolute capture rate in "He. Ericson (1963, 1964) has 
calculated the imaginary part of the pion-nucleaT optical potential using 
these two-body amplitudes. This calculation has been greatly extended 
dnd generalised by Ericson & Ericson (1966) and the optical potential 
obtained is in very good agreement with experiments (Sens, 1968). 
In this paper we calculate the ratio R of the number of neutron pairs 
emitted to the number of neutron-proton pairs and the angular distribu-
tion as a function of the opening single 9 hetween the nucleons using 
ELkstein's Hamiltonian and shell·model wave functions. The specific 
e,"mples chosen are closed shell nuclei since the wave function for these 
nudei are relatively simple. Numerical calculations are carried out for "d. 
\,\'c make several appoximations to keep the treatment simple. These and 
other details of the calculation are descnbed in the next section. It should 
be mentioned tI,at Ericson (\963) has also calculated the ratio R for carbon 
anu aluminium without, however, making any ,pccific assumption about 
the nuclear wave.fwlction. In concluding this section we would like to 
point out that in this approach we need assume a wave-function which 
de,cribes the behaviour of the nucleons only at large separations. The 
,'OJ relations at short distances are taken care of by the effective Hamiltonian. 
1 hercfor~, the usual harmonic osciUator wave-functions sI,ould be adequate. 
It io al.o appropriate to emphasize that smce the constants of the Hamil-
ttllU.n are already determined there are no free parameters-in this approach. 
In the calculations of J.buti & Kopalcishvilli (1964), Cheon (1966, 1967), 
Nguyen·Truong & Sakamoto (1967) and Eisenberg & Letoumeux (1967) 
there is usually an adjustable parameter ill the correlation function. 
THEORY 
I. 1'''e Hu,miUollian, 
The two-body Hamiltonian described in dle previous section has the 
form 
Uu "" Ids,. d're ~+ (~) ~+ (~) Mil ~ (~) ~ (:1) ... (2) 
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wh~r~''''+ (r) and 1,(rj create and annihilate a nucleon at the point rand 
Mil is an operator involving the momenta, spin and isospin of particles 1 
2. The form M 12 has been extensively discussed by Eckstein (1963) and 
Divakaran (1965), sO we shall merely state it here. : 
M" = [ go {i (;, - ~,) . ~ (;) I ~ (;, ~ ;,) . k 
+ gl { j (;1 + ~J. ~ (;) } ~ (:1 - ;2)' k 1 'l'12 fJ TnT 8 (;1 - ;2 
.. (3) 
-+ """ ~ + + 
Here ~ is the pion field operator. T" T, and a" a, are the isospin and spin 
operators respectively, of the two nucleons and k is the relative momen-
tum of the outgoing nucleons; 7'_ f 2' L;, are the spin, isospin triplet 
projection operators. The first term in equation (3) describes the transition 
from '8, state of the two nucleons to 3p, state. while the second term 
describes the transition from '80 to 'Po state. The amplitudes of thes~ 
transitions, Uo and g" arc determined from the reactions of equation (I). 
2. Th. Absolplion Rate. 
Let Ii>, I 'fir>, I -'" > be, respectil·ely, the inital state consist,ng 
of the pion and the ground-state of the target nucleus of A nucleons 
described by the wave-function I ",;>, the wave-function of the two out-
going nucleons and the wave-function of the residual nucleon.,. The matrix-
element for pion capture is given by 
... (4) 
Herr lI'e have neglected the anti symmetry of the emitted nucleons with 
the residual nucleons. This should be a good approximation considerin~ 
the high momenta of the outgomg nucleons We also neglect the interac-
tion of the nucleon. with the residual nucieons. The absorption rate is 
given by 
dW = 2 ,,~ (E" -1 EJ - JtJ;) ~ A (A - 1) I < "'. fr I flu I ,: > I' 
... (5) 
r. and k, arc the momenta of the outgoing nucleons and!i is the '1uanti,,,-
tion volume. The energies occurring in the ~ - function are 
E. = m..,- B, 
R. + Er = E, + H, - fl, + E" + E, 
wbere m.is the rest mass of the pion (1£=c.=1). i?"E,andE,are, 
respectively, the kinetic energy of the emitted nucleons, and the residual 
nucleus. B, and B, are the bindin~ energies of the tar~et and residual 
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nuclei while E, is the excitation energy of the latter. We have now to 
sum over the states .. of the residual system. To do this we follow 
Brueckner et al (! 951) and invoke the closure approximation, that Is, assume 
that the states of the residual nucleus belong to a narrow range of energy 
defined by an average 
N = < E. + E, + 11, - 11, > < m. Carryin" out the SUm over .. AV '!I' h 
in (4) with this assuDlptlon we get 
where 
and 
dlY = 2",j (/II _ /II) Q d'., !?..d~" 
(21rJ' (2,,)' 
E = E, + E, - mv 
",(6) 
!I. = ! A (A - III dx,' dx,' I dx, dx,l dx, "dx" ~.' (",,)~. (x,') 
X "', (xu "'.) M" ", (x" X" '" ''', "'A) ~', (x,', ",', "" ,,,' ",,) 
",(7) 
Here "', stands for the discrete and the continuous variables and the 
integration sign Includes the summation over the discrete variables. ~. is 
the wave·function of the bound pion. 
We shall now specialize to the case of a closed shell nucleus. W. can 
therefore choose for "", a smgle determinant constructed with harmonic 
oscillator functions ~ .. (~ where 0: stands for (!!Im) which specify the orbit 
and T, the charge of the particle. Then the two-particle density matric p 
given by 
P (x t ', ",,',:1>10 :r.) = ! A (A-I) I d", • ... dx" ", ("'10 "'I,:r, ". ZA) 
"'"; (x,', x,', "., ,"'A) 
= ~I ~ .. ' ,;,') +1' (;,') {+ .. (;,) +~ (~,) - rf. .. (;,) +5 (;,)} 
"8 
.,,(8) 
The final-state wave function +, of the outgoing nucleons is given 
1 ."'" ...... (9) M12) =" exp • (K • .R + k • ,) x! AI f T ~ ... 
.. " I I I 
where x,,, and €r ~ are respectivel\" the spm and isospin functions 
.!' f f f ' 
of the two particles. Here 
i· == ~ + km. ; = i (i1 - t.) 
.. + .. .. ... 
1l = I ('1 + ',), r = " - '. 
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Substitutlng equation (9) in (7) and carrying out the sums over the 
isospin quantum numbers we obtain for the capture in 'SI and ISO states 
of the pair, respectively, 
1 ~ ~ 
110 = ZO' go' FI (k, K) ... (lOa) 
1 .... 
"I = Wi gI" F. (k, K) ..• (lOb) 
where, 
~ .. "'~ .......... .. Fl (k, K) = i.. dar dDr' e'li' ('-OJ rfo .. ' (r') rfoa' (r') rfow· (r') 
.. s 
and 
... (12) 
The integral over the space coordinates can be carried out by expanding 
the exponential in spherical harmonics and integrating over the angles. 
Substituting equations (lOa) and (lOb) in (6) we obtain the absorption 
rates, 
. (13.) 
. (Ub) 
The expression for the capture rate is thus given simply as product of 
three factors: phase.space, the probability of transition of the capturing 
nucleons from S to P states and the probability of finding them with p 
.. 
total momentum K. Since we consider the capture of rr- by the two nu· 
cleans at zero separation only these two probabilities appear as product. 
We now apply the above formulae to 180. The BummatiolL!l in (11) 
and (12) range over the levels CI8 and op only. Also for compsring with 
expenmental results we have to integrate the expressions (l3a) and (13b) 
over El and E" since they are not measured. Carrylns out the summa-
[[ons and mtegrations we get. for capture from IS orbit 
•.. (14a) 
... (14b) 
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for capture from 2P orbit 
do: ='6~:' ,"!L (Y -)" 1... (181,_.2 ,I, -/ .2., I 
"T" m. "0 v v 4." + 1 ') iiir· I • 
... (15a) 
Jo/ = 12~':1 -;;~ (-:,. )' +-( 181, - ~. T,i b·, I, + l~v' . I,) 
where 
",(ISb) 
( K_') 1, = I".' dk, lk,' dk, 8(,,' - 1:,' - k,') I,' }\'" exp _ 2v 
and 
a' = 2mp E 
Here " = 0.323 fm -', the oscillator cOllstant as determined from electron 
>caltering. The wave·functions of the bound pions have been approxi-
mated as follows 
~;' (r) ,~ ¢is (0) = I, (Z )'" 
V" a, 
"',.'p (r) ~ ( __ Zz)'" Z::-, r r ,. (0, .p) 
·0 ".'1,13 
where Uo is the Bohr r.dious of the pionic atom. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
(I) We first calculate the total capture rate. To do this we have to 
"'tunate the value of jiJ which is the average of the difference in energy 
hetween the outgoing nucleons and the rest mass of the pion, The differ-
enco of the binding energies lJ. - B, is 23 MeV. The recoil energy varies 
from 0 to 15 MeV depending on the angle 0, Therefore til will depend on 
0, The value of It has been fixed at 35 MeV in our calculations. We have 
verified that our results are not very sensitive to small changes in E, 
The total capture rate is obtained by integrating the expressions (14a) 
(ISb) over O. The values of the constants go' and g,' are 
0.' = 0.60 ± 0.05 fm' 
g,' = 0.29 ± 0,15 jm' 
The value of go' differs from that of Eckstein (1963) because we have used 
the more recent experimental results of Rose (1967) for p + p ~ ,,++d 
cross section, Using these values for the amplitudes one obtains 
"I"'IS = (1.42 ± OJ2) X 10" sec-I. 
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The experimental value as measured by Backenstoss et al (1967) is 
(U'I±O'!jx 10'8 seC', 
The calculated absorption rate from 2P orbit is Ut",'" = 2 X 10'" seC', 
This is 3 - 4 times larger than the ZP -+ 18 radiative transition rate. 
This is in accord with the experimental observation that most absorptions 
take place from 2P orbit. 
(ii) The angular distribution for absorption from 2P orbit (since 
most absorptions take place from this orbit) is plotted in figure 1. The 
eXperimental pOints and the theoretical curve are normalized to unity 
at 8 = 1BO'. With this normalization the theoretical curve does not 
distinguish between the emission of (nn) and (np) pairs [see equations 
(1Sa) and (ISh) J. 
.. 
Figure 1. Angular distrlbutiol\ of nucleon-pairs emitted following pion absorptton from 
2P orbit. The experimental points and tlle theoretical curve are normalized to 
unity at 6= lBO', The expenment.! point. are taken from Nordberg ".1 (1968) 
(iii) The ratio R = U.p~.. = 1 + ~~2 = 5.14 ± 2.20, which is in 
GPI/·Hlp fll 
agreement with the value 3.4 ± 1.1 measured by Nordberg et al (1968), 
We see from the above calculations that the phenomenological model 
gives a reasonable result for the angular distribution and the ratio R, 
The total absorption rate from 18 orbit is, however, smaller than the ex-
perimental value, This disagreement may be due to the presence of the 
8-function form factor in the Hamiltonian M" (equatlon 3). The 
8-function allows only relative angular momemtum I = 0 states for the 
nucleons, whereas, in "0, I can have values upto 2. It sho:1U be pointed 
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out that the neglect of absorption of p'wave pions is not likely to affect 
our results, since it has been shown by Ericson & Ericson (1966) that the 
18 level width is not affected by the p.wave pion. Lastly, the assumption 
of a single determinant of harmonic oscmator wave·functions for "0 is not 
a limitation as far as this calculation is concerned. Because it describes 
the behaviour of nucleons at large distances correctly, as is known from 
electron scattering data (Ehrenberg et al 1959). A modification of the 
form factor in the effective Hamiltonian may therefore be necessary to 
achieve a better agreement of the absorption rate with the experimental 
value. 
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